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We investigate the localization of modes on the worldvolume of a p-brane embedded in p+ d+1-
dimensional spacetime. The p-brane here is such that its profile is regarded as a scalar global defect
and the localized modes are scalar modes that come from the fluctuations around such defect. The
effective action on the brane is computed and the induced potentials are typically φ4-type potentials
that are flatter for lower d-dimensions. We also make a connection of such scalar global defects with
black p-branes in certain limits.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the present investigation we are interested in a mechanism of compactifying higher dimensional spacetime down
to lower dimensional one. There are already in the literature several results in high energy physics whose interest is the
understanding why our Universe presents only three spatial dimensions. This was specially considered in Refs. [1–3]
where the authors considered diluting modes in string gas [1] and D-brane gas [2, 3] cosmology to point out that these
configurations may favor three-dimensional Universe. In the study [4] one of the present authors also reported new
ideas on this problem. In Ref. [4] it was basically considered the aforementioned idea of space-time being filled with
a D-brane gas [2, 3]. For more recent investigations along these lines see [5–16]. It was supposed that the brane gas
dilutes into a nine-dimensional system, regarded as an oscillatory system with nine non-compact dimensions. The
branes were manifested as phase fronts separating different phase states of oscillations [17, 18]. Such a system usually
allows for bifurcations to form brane junctions considered to be a natural way to select lower dimensions. The key
point presented was the fact that there is the possibility of the ten-dimensional spacetime to be filled with a network of
junctions of higher dimensional co-dimension one branes intersecting orthogonally to form lower dimensional objects.
Thus, junctions of several spatial dimensions could occur to form p-brane junctions, such a way gravity, matter and
gauge fields tend to live at these junctions with smaller dimensions. In other words, although superstrings predict
the Universe has 10 dimensions, such spacetime can be filled with brane junctions that allows for the phenomenon of
gravity, matter and gauge fields localization on some preferable spacetime with lower dimension.
Let us now present a new route to achieve a space selection mechanism based on a unique p-brane modeled by
a special system rather than considering intersections of them. However, as in the junction case, the cosmological
issues here also develop special appeal. For instance, we shall investigate at which number of extra dimensions of the
spacetime the induced inflaton potential on the p-brane is flatter to favor sufficient inflation in our Universe modeled
by a 3-brane. As we shall discuss below this can be done through the use of scalar global defects [19].
Thus, in this work we investigate a compactification mechanism through localization of fields modes on p-brane
embedded in p+ d+1-dimensional spacetime with topologyMp+d+1 = Mp+1×Rd. The p-brane here is such that its
profile is regarded as a scalar global defect and the localized modes are scalar modes that come from the fluctuations
around the scalar global defects first introduced in [19]. These modes are described via eigenfunctions that satisfy
a Schroedinger-like equation for the fluctuations. We then integrate out these modes in the internal space Rd to
obtain an effective action describing the fields localized on the scalar global defect (the p-brane) following the lines of
the references [20–23]. Such defects are scalar soliton solutions of a scalar field theory in arbitrary dimensions even
for d > 2. This is known to evade the Derrick’s theorem with the price of being a theory that breaks translational
invariance. They are different of the co-dimensional one objects mostly used in the braneworlds scenarios [24–43].
The scalar potential in the Lagrangian now depends explicitly on the spatial coordinates. However, we show that
the effective theory describing localized scalar modes on the global defect worldvolume recovers the translational
invariance because the effective potentials has no dependence on any spatial coordinate on the p-brane. In this sense
we conclude that in this compactification process arises a mechanism in which a theory with broken translation
invariance in higher dimensions recovers the translational invariance in lower dimensions.
This Letter is organized as follows. In Sec. II we compute the effective action for scalar global defect spectrum. We
find a general form for the effective potential localized on a p-brane. We also find a connection between the scalar
global defects and black p-branes in certain limits. Finally, in Sec. III we present our final conclusions.
2II. EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR THE SCALAR GLOBAL DEFECT SPECTRUM
Consider a theory of a scalar field embedded in a p+ d+ 1-dimensional spacetime with topology
Mp+d+1 = Mp+1 × Rd, (1)
whereM = (yµ, q), with q = (x1, x2, ..., xd) being coordinates in the internal flat space and y
µ = (t, yi) (i = 1, 2, ..., p)
are coordinates of the p-brane worldvolume embedded in a (p+ d+1)- dimensional spacetime. The action is given by
S =
∫
dp+1yddq
[
1
2
∂Mφ∂
Mφ− V (φ)
]
, (2)
that can be written in a more convenient form as follows
S =
∫
dp+1yddq

12

(∂φ
∂t
)2
−
(
p∑
i=1
∂φ
∂yi
)2
− (∇qφ)2

− V (φ)

 , (3)
with ddq = dx1dx2...dxd = r
d−1drdΩ(d−1), being Ω(d−1) =
2pid/2
Γ(d/2) the (d− 1)-dimensional volume, of the unit (d− 1)-
sphere.
Let us now apply the perturbation theory to the scalar field φ as
φ(q, yµ) −→ φ¯(q) + η(q, yµ), (4)
such that
S(φ) −→ S(φ¯, η). (5)
This allows us to expand the potential around the static solution describing the scalar global defect. The action now
reads
S =
∫
dp+1yddq
{
−1
2
(∇qφ¯)2 − V (φ¯)− 1
2
∂µη∂
µη
+
1
2
(
η∇2qη − ηV ′′(φ¯)η
)− V ′′′(φ¯)
3!
η3 − V
′′′′(φ¯)
4!
η4 + ...
}
, (6)
that is an action for the fluctuations η of the p-brane. Since we assume the scalar field and fluctuations with spherical
symmetry, the Laplacian is simply given in terms of the radial coordinate
∇2q =
1
rd−1
d
dr
(
rd−1
d
dr
)
. (7)
Now, by using this action, we can identify two important terms: the tension Tp of the p-brane and the bilinear
Hamiltonian operator ηHη, i.e.,
Tp =
∫
ddq
[
1
2
(∇qφ¯)2 + V (φ¯)
]
(8)
and
1
2
ηHη =
1
2
η(−∇2q + V ′′(φ¯))η. (9)
Thus,
S = −
∫
dp+1yTp +
∫
dp+1yddq
[
−1
2
∂µη∂
µη − 1
2
ηHη
− V
′′′(φ¯)
3!
η3 − V
′′′′(φ¯)
4!
η4 + ...
]
. (10)
3This action allows us to write a Lagrangian for the fluctuations, given by
L(p+d+1) = Tpδd(q) +
[
−1
2
∂µη∂
µη − 1
2
ηHη
− V
′′′(φ¯)
3!
η3 − V
′′′′(φ¯)
4!
η4 + ...
]
. (11)
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation
∂L(p+d+1)
∂η
− ∂µ
[
∂L(p+d+1)
∂(∂µη)
]
= 0 (12)
we find the following equation of motion
Hη +
V ′′′(φ¯)
2!
η2 +
V ′′′′(φ¯)
3!
η3 + ... = ∂µ∂
µη ≡ (p+d)η. (13)
In the linear regime we have
Hη = (p+d)η. (14)
Now writing the fluctuations in terms of a sum of normal modes we find
η(yµ, q) =
∑
n
ξn(y)ψn(q), (15)
that substituting into (14) and assuming that the modes ξn(y) are fields describing localized particles on the p-brane
satisfying a Klein-Gordon equation
(p+d)ξn(y) =M
2
nξn(y), (16)
we find a Schroedinger-like equation that governs the masses M2n of the particles given by
−∇2qψn(q) + V ′′(φ¯)ψn(q) =M2nψn(q). (17)
On the other hand, assuming the following orthogonality condition for the wave functions ψ(q)∫
ddqψm(q)ψn(q) = δm,n, (18)
substituting (15) into the action (10) and finally integrating in q, we find the effective action
S = −
∫
dp+1y
[
Tp +
N∑
n=0
∂µξn(y)∂
µξn(y) + V (ξ)
]
, (19)
where the potential for the localized modes is written as
V (ξ) =
∫
ddq
[
1
2
ηHη +
V ′′′(φ¯)
3!
η3 +
V ′′′′(φ¯)
4!
η4 + ...
]
. (20)
We now focus on scalar global defects by deforming the usual scalar field theory by considering the scalar potential
with an explicit dependence on the spatial coordinates [19]
V (φ, r) =
1
2r2d−2
W 2φ . (21)
The first derivative of the superpotential (Wφ = ∂W/∂φ) is given by
Wφ =
(
φ
a−1
a − φa+1a
)
. (22)
d > 2 is the dimension of the internal space and a = 1, 3, 5... is a dimensionless parameter of the theory. To find
topological solutions that describe scalar global defects where we shall introduce fluctuations around, we shall make
4use of the Bogomol’nyi formalism which is useful to reduce equations of motion to first order differential equations
that are easier to integrate. Thus, for static fields in d dimensions we find
dφ
dr
= ± 1
rd−1
Wφ. (23)
By substituting (22) into equation above, for the plus sign, we find the solution
φ¯(r) = tanha
[
1
a
(
r2−d
d− 2
)]
. (24)
Now before address the issue of localized spectrum on the p-brane, we shall first show that in the present system
there is only one bound state, a zero mode given by the eigenfunction ψ0, followed by a tower of continuum massive
modes that we disregard in the present study. It is not difficult to show that the Schroedinger-like equation can be
factored in terms of another operator as follows [19]
H =
1
r2d−2
Q†Q (25)
with
Q = rd−1
d
dr
∓Wφφ, (26)
and
Q† = −rd−1 d
dr
∓Wφφ. (27)
This guarantees that the operator H is quadratic and so no tachyonic modes are allowed. Furthermore since the
Schroedinger potential approaches zero as r →∞ then the only bound state is the zero mode ψ0. We can determine
such a mode by solving the following eigenvalue equation with M0 = 0
Hψ0 =M
2
0ψ0,
that is,
1
rd−1
[
rd−1
d
dr
∓Wφφ
]
ψ0 = 0,
whose solution is
ψ0 = c exp
[
±
∫
Wφφ
rd−1
dr
]
, (28)
where c is a normalization constant and in general just one solution with a particular signal ± is normalizable. Thus,
since we have only one bound state ψ0, the effective action (19) reads
S = −
∫
dp+1y [Tp + ∂µξ0(y)∂
µξ0(y) + V (ξ)] , (29)
the tension (8) is now written as
Tp =
∫
ddq
[
1
2
(∇qφ¯)2 + V (φ¯)
]
=
2pid/2
Γ(d/2)
2a
(4a2 − 1)
= Ω(d−1)
2a
(4a2 − 1) , (30)
and the effective potential (20) in now given by
V (ξ0) =
∫
ddq
[
V ′′′(φ¯)
3!
(ξ0ψ0)
3 +
V ′′′′(φ¯)
4!
(ξ0ψ0)
4 + ...
]
. (31)
Notice that since we have just a zero mode, the mass term in the potential disappeared. The dots mean higher order
terms. These terms are not present for a = 1 since in this case V (φ) is at most of the fourth order, so that this
potential turns out to be exact. However, the wave function is normalized only for a > 1.
5A. The connection with black p-branes
In spite of this, we use the case a = 1 to show that our setup has a hidden connection with black p-branes as
a solution of the type II supergravity. We do not need fluctuations (the wave function) for the moment. For this
proposal let us compare our action (2) with the bosonic sector of type II supergravity action (with p+ 1 + d = 10)
S =
∫
dp+1+dx
√
g
[
e−2Φ(R + 4∂MΦ∂
MΦ)− 1
2
|Fp+2|2
]
. (32)
The extremal black Dp-brane solution is given by
ds2 = H−1/2p ηµνdy
µdyν +H1/2p (dr
2 + r2dΩ28−p), Hp(r) = 1 +
(rp
r
)7−p
, eΦ = gsH
(3−p)/4
p , (33)
with the R-R field strength given by Fp+2 = dH
−1
p ∧ dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ ...∧ dxp. In the limit r ≫ rp, Hp → 1, the dilaton Φ
approaches to a constant and |Fp+2| ∼ 1/r8−p. Now substituting this solution into the action (32) we find
S = −1
2
Ω8−p
∫
dp+1y
∫
dr
r8−p
. (34)
The same action can be found from (2) by considering a = 1 such that V =W 2φ/2r
2d−2 = (1− φ2)2/2r2d−2 with the
solution (24) gives
V =
1
2r2d−2
sech4
[
1
a
(
r2−d
d− 2
)]
. (35)
For r →∞ we find V → 1/2r2d−2 and φ¯ ∼ 1/rd−2, such that substituting this solution into (2) we find
S = −1
2
Ωd−1
∫
dp+1y
∫
dr
rd−1
. (36)
Of course, the actions (34) and (36) are the same for p+ d + 1 = 10. Notice that the heaviest p-branes, for fixed a,
occur for d ≃ 7. Being M = TpVp, the entropy of the corresponding black p-brane S ∼ M2 is also maximal around
this dimension.
B. Realization of flatter effective potentials for lower internal dimensions
Let us now study the cases with a > 1. The effective potential (inflaton potentials) develops ξ3-terms only for
a = 2, but in the following we discuss only cases for ξ4-terms. We shall focus only on the cases d = 3 and d = 6 with
a = 3 to compare flatness of the induced ξ4-terms in the effective potential which is essential for cosmological issues.
The effective action for d = 3 and a = 3 is found by considering the following results:
• Static solution
φ¯ = tanh3
(
1
3r
)
(37)
• Normalized wave-function
Ψ0 = 2.057 tanh
2
(
1
3r
)
sech2
(
1
3r
)
(38)
• p-brane tension
Tp =
24
35
pi (39)
• Effective potential
6V (ξ0) = 0.95piξ
4
0 . (40)
Similarly, the effective action for d = 6 and a = 3 is found by considering the following results:
• Static solution
φ¯ = tanh3
(
1
12r4
)
(41)
• Normalized wave-function
Ψ0 = 6.7009 tanh
2
(
1
12r4
)
sech2
(
1
12r4
)
(42)
• p-brane tension
Tp =
6
35
pi3 (43)
• Effective potential
V (ξ0) = 26.72pi
3ξ40 . (44)
The Fig. 1 shows how flat the effective potential on the p-brane is for dimensions d=3 and d=6.
FIG. 1: Effective potential for the mode ξ0 in d = 3 (green) is flatter than in d = 6 (blue).
III. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our space selection mechanism works as follows. The effective potentials (the inflaton potentials)
are such that they are flatter for lower d-dimension. This issue is important in inflationary scenarios since flatter
potentials may produce sufficient inflation. We can estimate the suitable d-dimensional internal space to produce
sufficient inflation in our Universe (p = 3)-brane. For instance, in d = 3 is easier to produce inflation than d = 6,
this may explain why we should expect a small number of large extra dimensions to develop. Thus, since inflation is
crucial for the development our Universe, the more we have sufficient inflation the less a number of extra dimensions is
favored. We also conclude that although the scalar global defects break the translation symmetry because the scalar
potential has explicit dependence with the spatial coordinates, it is possible to find effective theories living on the
scalar global defect (the p-brane) worldvolume whose effective potentials are invariant under such symmetry. This is
so because such potentials have no explicit dependence with the coordinates of the p-brane, thus they may respect the
translation symmetry along the p-brane. In this sense we can realize that in this compactification process also appears
a mechanism in which a higher dimensional theory that breaks translation symmetry may recover this symmetry in
lower dimensions.
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